


Amplification
without

Distortion

A Discussion on Radio with Particular Refer-
ence to the Construction and Operation of
Radio Aud"io and "REFLEX" Amplifiers
and Sets.

, Have you ever stopped to consider- what makes it possible for you to hear
the_ distant broadcasting station, to fill the room with music, to communicate
with the amateur hundreds of miles away? It is amplification_the key to Radio.

Amplification is used on both the transmitter and receiver, and with it the
a_rnger's voice in New York is transported to the farm in Ohio, or the president oftle United States talks to the whole country just as though ite were in millionr
of homes at the same time. But Radio without amplifiition l"ould b" u ,hlp
without a sail !

_ Amplification eliminates distance 
_and permits a room or hall full of people

to be entertained simuitaneously. but the limits of radio and amplification ahould
be clearly understood, especialiy in regard to distance. Tbe transoission range
of radio varies greatly between day and right, city and country. "u--er aod
winter,.and from night to night, and in such a manner that ,ro o""t ,ung" 

"uobe specified for any psrticular Eet.
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- A1_tu1es the most simple radio set will pick up broadcasting stations at con-
siderFble distances away, but usually this reception is a freak, and cannot be dupli-
cated at will. As the set becomes more elaborate (that is, as amplification is
added) the reliable distance over which it will operate becomes^greater and
greater up to a safe estimate of 300 to 500 miles in thi winter evenings-when using
a loud speaking telephone and loop antenna. By reliable distance is meant re-
ception over the same distance night after night for a month or so. On some
of these_ evenings, stations a thousand miles away will be heard, but the operator
cannot be sure of tuning them in, cannot say to a room full of people, :.I will
now let you listen to such and such a station one thousanil miles away.',

Beuate of Extrantagant Claims
On the-purchase or building of a set, beware of extravagant claims, and do

not expect the unusual all the time. Obtain reliable apparatui and you will have
a dependable radio set which will provide entertainment at will. Use amplifica-
tion for distance and volume.

Distortion and. Amplifi.cation

.' It is not cnough-, however, just to amplify. With the vacuum tutre, amplifica-
tion can easily be obtained, but to amplify without distortion is a feat whlch re-
quires-skill and knowledge acquired by long study and development. When you
hear-.the opera singer's voice from New York iound like cat calls, yo,, huue
amplification - but you also have distortion. The source is excellent, but the
energy_ of the_voice goes through so many pieces of apparatus and changes in
form that,_ unless great care is exercised, it reaches youi 

"ur" 
garbled ani un-

recognizable. Digtortion causes more trouble in radio than static, yet books have
been written about static, and distortion seems to have been taken for sranted.
Static is a natural, rucontrollable function of the elements; distortion is a con-
trollable function of man-made apparatus.

Most of the books on Radio neglect the question of distortion, but reference
is here made to Radio Engineering Principles, Lauer & Brorvn, McGrarv-Hill
Company, page 251:

- "In order to ol,tain a perfect speech reproduction, it is necessary that
the current set up in the telephone receiver circuit at the receiving station
be exactly and in all details proportional to the current in the mic'rophone
cilcuit at the transmitting station. It is therefore essential that no aistor.
tion whatever of the microphone current variations be permitted to occur in
the amplification of the microphone current, in thJ modulation of the
generated oscillations, in the transfer of these modulateil oscillations to the
transmitting antenna circuit, in the transmission of the waves between the
transmitting and receiving stations, in the transfer of energy betryeen the
receiving antenna and the detector anil amplifier circuits coupled thereto,
and frnally in the rectification and amplification of the received signals.
If at any one of these stages a distortion of the speech is allowed to take
place, the sound at the receiving station will not be a true reproduction of
the voice at the tlansmitting station, and the speech will be distorted to a
gr€ater or less extent and may even become entirely unintelligible. The
engineering which is necessary at each stage is tlerefore taken up briefly in
the following paragraphs."



and on page 254:

"The above discussion on distortion is far from complete and merely
points to several of the more impofiant sources of speech ?istortion. It is
impossible in a book of tJris scope to enter into gieater details, but this
sulject is one requiring careful consideration in deiigning actual circuits.',

, The Acme Apparatus Company have devoted the majority of the time of
their ergineering and experimental departments to the siudy of amplification
wfiout. distortion_, and as pioneer transformer and radio engineers and manufac-
turers have produced a line of amptifying apparatus anj transformers which
accomplish the resul|s desired,

Good Btoq.dcasfing Sfafions Are Not Distorted

.The modern broadcasting 5tation trsnsmits radio telephonv wifh practically
no distortion; that is, the pullic have available a source of'radio Jn".gy fo'.
entertainment and education. The receiving process may briefly be ae"iiiled.
The receiving antenna absorbs a small portion of the available radio energy,
bringing it unchanged to the living-roorn table. Here it is transformed in ;e
of several ways, depending on the type of radio receiver used, iuto audio energy,
but is usually ampliled lirst.

The next step is to dccide from what distance one wishes to receive broad-
casting 

_or signals, and whether head phones or a so-called loud speaker will be
used. Let us start with the simple 

""i 
krro*r, as the crystal detectoi outfit.

The Simplest Receioing Set

- A crystal detector may be connected to a vario-coupler, as shown in Figure
S..a,ud yhen using head phones, very good reception may be obtaineil. "The

slight chances of distortion lie only in the head phones, as the crystal detector
is almost a perfect detector; in other words, the radio energy is changed to audio
without distortion. As a rule, head phones have a natur"al audio ieriocl which
makes voice frequencies of-this period louder than those of other periods. This
is known as resonance or the relativ-ely free passage of energy at one frequency
and the-suppression of energy at other frequencies, On the'heaal phorres, hori.
ever, this resonaDce phenomena is considerably reduced when wori against the
ears, on account of damping or suppression of euergy at all frequencies.

The crystal detector set is greatly limited in reception distance and
restricted to the-use ofhead phones, Therefore, in order to increase its receiving
range or to add a loud speaker, amplifying apparatus must be employed, bringl
ing in a new source of distortion unless care is exercised in the sellction and uJe
of this apparatus.

For Greater Distance

- To increase the range of a crystal set, radio frequency amplification should
be used; that is, the energy is increased at the receiving 

'station 
while it exists

as radio,-after transfer by the receiving antelna and before rectification or change
from radio to audio by the crystal detector. For such amplification, as shoin
in Figure 6 a vacuum tube, a radio frequency amplifying transformm, and
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accessory apparatuE are n@elsary, but with tle proper apparatus, correctly con-
nected, no distortion occurs, even though several stages of amplification are used.

The next simple set is the single vacuum tube iletector set, Here the cdm.
plicated nature of the detector tube charasteristics, as compared with the crystal
detector, allows a new source of distortion unless properly used. More adjust-
ments and variables enter into the operation, and its ability to oscillate opens up
another phase. Just how to add radio frequency amplification to a vacuum tubl
detector is shown in Figures ? aad 15.

For Grester V olume

To increase the volume of a crvstal detector or vacuum tube set- audio
frequency amplification must be usi: that is. the energy i. increased at the
receiving station after it has been changed from radio to audio by the detector.
As shown in Figure 8, a vacuum tube, audio frequency transformer, and ao
cessory apparatus are necessary. Fig. 14 shows how to increase the range and
volume of a crystal Bet using one tube, Distortion ig much more liable to occur
in an audio frequency amplifier than in a radio frequency amplifier because tho
energy is being handled at frequencies most easily distorted.

The Heott ol the Ampliff.er

The transformer is the heart of the amplifier. Here the voice currents are
transferred from one circuit to another through a magnetic field. These two
circuits are not conductively connected. Before the days of broadcasting, ampli.
fying transformers were purposely made to have an audio resonance uround 1,000
cycles, so that the prevailing spark frequencies used in radio telegraphy woulcl
have free passage through them, But telephony deals with many frequencies
simultaneously so that it becomes necessary to eliminate resonance from the
transformer, Resonance in the transformer allows one or a few frequencies to
come through much more easily than olhers, caueing great distortion, If two or
three stages of audio frequency are used, any distortion occurring in the first
stage is amplified by the succeeding ones in addition to whatever distortion thesc
succeeding ones introduce. Acme Transformers do not distort.

Resoncnce in Radio

To understand the louil speaker, the meaning of resonance must be thor-
oughly appreciated, How distortion may occur in a telephone receiver or heail
set has already been mentioned. This is another example of resonance, which
may be termed the friend and foe of radio. Without it rve could not have radio,
because we could not ellciently transmit or receive, yet with it we may have
distortion. Hence lesonance is a friend only while the energy exists at radio
frequencies (example, tuning ancl selectivity), and a foe while it exists at audio
frequencies (example, distortion),

A loud speaker is a telephone receiver removed from the ear ancl equipped
with a horn or concentrator of sounrl similar to a megaphone. Horns, too, havc
resonaDt points unless properly constructed.



Lous Losses and A'oplification go Hand in Hond

Realizing that the principles of radio are fixed, but that the e$ciency and
quality of radio can be improved the Acme Research Laboratory is devoting its
time to reducing losses for more amplification without distortion.

Summary

In a crystal delector or vacuum tube set with radio frequency amplification,
audio frequency amplification, and Loudspeaker, properly connected and with
properly constructed parts, the broadcasting is reproduced identically as trans-
mitted.

To summarize, with improper apparatus or connections, distortion may occur
at the following points:

Tuner
Rad,io [rcquency AnpLilying Translormer
Vaaw,m Tubes

Detector
Audio Frequency Amplilying TransJormer

TeLep:hone Receiuer

Lou.d Speaker

H orn

There is another source of distortion which comes into the best of sets and
which, under existing conditions, cannot be eliminated, This distortion is caused
by radiating receivels or other broadcasting stations of approximately the same

wave length interfering with the station from which the entertainrnent is being
received. Fortunately, it does not always exist and can often be corrected by
adjusiments.

The Acme Apparatus Company manufactures a complete line of amplifying
apparatus with the exception of vacuum tubes, and its products demonstrate their
belief in amplification without distortion, and low losses.



RADIO ESSEI{TIALS
AND SBT BUILDING

Before You Build a Set Read Thete Pages

Just as every automobile has 4 steering wheel, engine, transmission, and
difierential {or motion, so every emcient radio set built or bought has tuning,
radio frequency amplification, detection and autlio frequency amplification for
reproduction. The only changes in automobiles have been in styles and efficiency
and these are t}le only changes we will have in radio sets. In both cases the prin-
ciples will without doubt remain the same for years.

The key to railio is amplification without distortion and low losses anil
amplification go hand in hand.

The Acme Apparatus Company, a pioneer organization of transformer anil
radio ongineers and manufacturers, has built up a research department to eludy
amplification without distortion and how to reduce losses to minimum in radio
apparatus. The desigrliag engineers therefore have a source of information which
insures the manufactured product being correct technically a8 well aE mcchsni.
cally.

Tuning Circuits
Radio broadcasting may be collected on either an aerial or loop, The in.

creased power of trroadcasting stations, increased efficiency of radio receiving
apparatus, the desire for simpler tuning, the interference from radiating receivers,
static and spark stations, tle ease of calibration and the lack of antenna space has
made the loop tle most popular collector of broadcasting.

Vith a loop the tuning circuit consists of only the loop itself and a .0005
m. f. variable condenser, In this way single handled tuning is obtained, and thc
stations always come in at the same dial setting.

Using a .0005 m. f. variable condenser tlre loop inductance should be .16
millihenries so that the broadcasting range of 200 to 550 metels may be covered.

Loops

The amount of energy picked up by a loop is proportional to the arca of lhc
loop, the numler of turns, and to the resistance of the complete circuit of loop and
condenser. Both of these pieces of apparatus must t.herefore be low loss.

Hou to Mahe a Loop

If a loop is to be made, choose the size desireil and use for wire either insu-
lated Litzendraht, equivalent to 16 to 20 B. & S. solid wirg No. 18 equivalent
stranded insulated or No. 18 solid insulated, given in the order of their efficiency,

Below are given the turns and spacing for loops of various sizer:
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I
I

I

Ratio B/A:4.77 must be constant

A- lnunuler ol turns.I.J x spacrng

Crossarm
Iurns Spacittg Length

"c"
11 r 25/64' 66'12 1" ;-2'

14 9/16', 35"
15 29/64' 30"
t6 3/A' 26 13/16',
r7 9/32', 21 1/2',

Flire
Lengtlr

135',
117',
105',

92'.

6i'

4:\"

16 1/4', 16 3/4', s2'
When naking the smallest size loop

have eight turns on each side of loop. Be.
gin at ahe outside cross over aL the inside
ard end at the outside.

Keep loop leeds short as possible.

Keep them separated 2 inches.

Fig. I

Condensers

Just as tle loop is important in a tuning circuit, so ig the condeuser. When
gettirg a condenser there are certain features to look for in order to get a low loss
picce of apparatus. First of all the condenser must be electrically effsient, which
means tlat the insulation between stationary and movable plates must be made of
a dielectric having low losses, such as hard rubber, It must be in a part of the
electrostatic field where the density is a minimum. All plates of like polarity
should be soldered together anil the shaft should be connected to the ter:ninal by
means of a flexible connection. Metal head conalensers are preferable to insu-
lateil head condensers. The condenser should be enclosed so that dust can not
get on the plates as dust is a high loss dielectric and often causes short circuits.
The plates of a condenser when silver plated give the best results because silver
oride is a conductor while other metallic oxides are dielectrics. The movable
plates furthermore, should be of the logarithmic type so as to give a straight
linc setting curye when used with a fixed inductance (see cut).

I
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Mechanically a condenser cleserves considerable attention to insure continu"
oue operation. Vetniers are essential for fine tuning, but the majority of them
have considerable back lash clue to gears. This makes the friction type of
vernier much more preferable and furthermore, eliminates the noises often fouhd
with other tYPes' 

Aeriars
Although aerials collect mor€ energy, as a rule, than loops t}ley also collect

more interference and noise, leaving the interference or noise signal xatio greater
tlan that of a loop.

Hovt to Add an Aerial to a Loop Set
Where interference is not a factor in reception an aerial may be adilecl to

a loop set to give increased range, Below are given several ways of accomplish'
ing tlese results with the preference in favor of Fig. 2.

Fis- 2
Take specifications {or coil in Fig. 3 {rom Fig. 13, ignoring remainder o{ Fig. 13.

Figure 4

Atnplification
After tuning comes amplification at radio frequencies, detector (rectifica-

tion) and then further amplification at audio frequencies. Radio frequency
amplification gives distance and auilio frequency amplification gives volume.

Reflex Amplification
Radio and audio frequency amplification can be obtained on the same

vacuum tube and is then called Reflex amplification. This system allows a great
economy in vacuum tubes anil is just as efrcient as strdight radio audio amplifica-
tion if not more so.

Fis. 3



The Acme Apparatus Co, have spent a great deal of tirne on Reffex circuits
and recommend them for best results, because they best meet the features every
radio set should have.

Features Etsery Rad.io Set Should H arse

\o matter what radio set is built or purchased it should have the following
features for satisfaction:

1. Quality
2. Volume
3. Range
4. Ease of operation
5, Ease of construction
6. Non-radiating
7. Sharp tuning
8. Ruggedness
9. Small upkeep expense

10. Low initial cost

Radio Frequency Ampliff.cation
Tuning circuits are always followed by a vacuum tube which is usually useil

as an amplifier. Immediately following this tube, radio frequency amplification
should be employed for increasing the strength of broadcasting, There are four
methods of getting radio frequency amplification given here in t}re orcler of their
efrciency.

l. Tuned transformer radio frequency amplification (most efrcient)
2, Fixed transformer, radio frequency amplification
3. Inductive coupling
4. Resistance coupling

Tqned R. F. Atnplifrcation
Tuned transformer radio frequency amplification has until recently been

objectionable on account of additional adjustments and the necessity of using
some means of stablizing or prevention of oscillation, most of which are not ap-
plicable over the whole broadcast range and which accomplish the results with
considerable loss in energy.

Fixed Transformer R. F. Amplification
With fixed transformer radio frequency amplification one efficient trang-

former cannot be made to cover the whole broadcast range, so it is necessary to use

two or three, each one amplifying best at a different wave length so chosen that
rvhen connected in cascade equal amplification is obtained over the whole broad-
cast ran8e.

Detectioa
There are two kinds of detection or rectification useil in Radio today - the

crystal detector and the vacuum tube aletector. Both forms of detection are dig-
tortionless when properly used. The advantage of the crystal detector is the sav-
ing of a vacuum tule, and the disadvantage, the adjustment ancl the chances of
getting poor mineral.



When using a vacuum tu.be detector of the UV 200 or 300 type always use a
potentiometer, If Pot Rheo is used use the 6 ohm rheo. type.

There has recently appeared on the market a vacuum detector tube knowp as
thc Sodion tube, which has great sensitivity when used in the circuit given in thic
book.

Aud.io Frequency Amplification

After detection, comes the most important form of amplification for distor-
tionless volume on a loud speaker, audio frequency amplification, for it is this
range oI frequencies 50 to l'000 which is most easily afiected.

Relonance, or the relatively free passage of energy at one frequency and
tle suppression of energy at other frequencies, is the cause of most alistortion at
audio frequencies. Resonance on tJre other hand is necessary for radio at radio
frequencies,

Never try to use over three stages of audio frequency amplification, in fact
with eficient transformers no more is needed.

R€sistance coupled amplifiers are often mentioned in periodicals, but are
too expensive on account of the number of vaguum tubes needed for equal results
witrh transformer coupled amplification. This type of amplifier is also very inefr-
ci€nt as it requires twice the "8" battery potential used in the transformer coupled
type. Tlansformer audio frequency amplification has now been brought to a
point where ilistortion is no longer a factor leaving no advantage in favor of
resistance coupled.

Some discussion has been carried on during the past year relative to the
correct ratio of audio frequency transformers and different ratios. This discus.
rion has been completed with the decision recogaized by radio engineers that the
lame ratio transformer should be useil in each stage provided the proper primary
impedence is used, and that a ratio of from 4 to 4l/2 to I is the optimum value
for maximum amplification without distortion, as higher ratios introduce distor"
tion, while lower ratios are inemcient.
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AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFYING APPARATUS
AND CIRCUITS

Hou to Get the Most Out of Your Audio Amplifrcr
" Aud.io f or V olume,,

^ Vhil" the-connecting togeth€r of a set of parts for an audio frequency ampli-
ner rs relatively sinple, there are certain precautions which should be taken in
order to obtain maximum efficiency and freedom {rom distortion. These are etr-
bodied in the diagrams given in this bookler and should be followed exactly to
obtain the best results.

A properly designed audio frequency amplifying transformer for uss on
voices and music should have no marked resonance over a band of from 50 to
5,000 cycles.

. When using transformers in which the above points have been disregarded
it is necessary to use resistences, condensers, different ratios in the difrerent
stages, and other expedients to reduce distortion. All of these cause losses s.uil
diminution of signal strength. As none of these things are necessary with ttro
Acme Audio Frequency Transformer, they are not shor,yn in ttre circuit, ercept in
Reflex circuits where they are usecl for other purposes.

- The following points should be carefully observed in constlucting an anpli-
fier of maximum efficiency:

l. The grid of the tube should be connected to the outside leed of the secondary
(3rd Binding Post). Marked G. Thig leed should be as shorr as possiblc
and run at right angles to other closely adiacent leeds.

2. When using potentials of 66 volts or less on the plate, good results arc
obtained with all of the standard tubes now on the market by conaectiug tho
inside leed (4th Binding Post) marked A-of the secondary dired t; thc
negative side of the "A" battery. With potentials over 66 volts, a grid bi8r
or "C" battery should be used, as shown in Figure 10. The valui oI tlir
battery 

- 
potential will vary with the "B" battery potential and type of tubc

within limits of 2 to 12 volts. The exacr value for best resulti 
-should 

bc
founcl by trial, or tle tube manufacturers instructions. This is extremely
important with UV 199 tubes.

3 As the stray field from a properly designed transformer is very small,
shielding is unnecessary.

4. The rheostat should always be connected in series with the negative eido
of the filament, and the inside of the secondary (A-) connected to the battory
side of the rheostat.

5. At the present time t.here is considerable misinformation being circulated
regarding the advantage of using transfomers having diflerent ratios - that
is, 9 to l, 3 to 1, 5 to 1, etc. - in the different steps of a multistage auilio
frequency amplifier.



This is an attempt on the part ol Lhe writers of the articles in question to
reduce the inherent distortion in the ordinary resonant amplilying transformers
by comiining transformers having different resonance points. -For instance, a
9 to I transformer having a resonance point at say 1,200 cycles is comlined with
a 5 to 1, perhaps, having a resonance point at 800 cycles, and if a third stage is
used, a 3 to I is added with a resonance point at possibly 600 cycles. Needless
to say, t}ris is only a compromise to somewhat broaden the ultimate resonance
curve and the results will not be comparable with those obtained when two or
t-hree identical translormers of proper design are used.

Difierent ratio transformers are also advocated in an endeavor to prevenl
overloading the tubes in a multistage amplifier. Since this method can only
succeed by using an inefficient transformer in the first stage, it should never be
considered, as a large portion of the available encrgy is wastcd.

The proper way to prevent overloading of the tu.bes on strong signals is
to use a somewhat lower voltage on the first tube, increasing on the second and
reaching a maximum on the third, as shom in Figure 10. It is seldom necessary
to do this when employing but two stages of audio frequency amplifrcation unless
extremely loud signals are being received. This is not necessary in a Rellex
amplifier.

It is also sometimes advisable when using a three stage amplifier to connect
two tubes in parallel in the last stage, This procedure eliminates all chance of
overloading and delivers ample energy {or the average loud speaker,

6. Due to the resistance of the "8" battery at audio frequencies, it is advisable
to ccnnect e I m. f. condcnscr across it.

7. The low voltage tubes now available are very microphonic and ring when
any part of the set is touched. This is due to their delicate grid structure,
and may be almost entirely eliminated by acoustically insulating their
sockets. Soft rubber washers between the socket and its support will do
this.
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2.

4.

7.

MOST COMMON CAUSES OF IMPROPER OPERATION
OF AN AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

What to Look for in on Ineffi.cient Audio Amplif.er

Inside of secoudary (4th Binding Post) marked A-improperly wired to
positive instead of negative side of "A" battery.

Delective tube, See that elements do not touch each other. The fact that
the tube lights is no proof that it is a good amplifier.

Discharged or low voltage "A" or "8" battery.

Open transformer winding.

Note: This may be ascertained by connecting each winding in turn in
series with a "B" battery and pair of phones. If a sharp click is not
heard, the winding is open, and the complete transformer should be re-
turned to the manufacturer for replacement, After five years' research
this difficulty has been practically eliminated in Acme Trangformers.

Loose connections or open circuit in wiring. All connectione shoulcl be
soldered, using resin flux. If this is not possible, the wires shoulil be
scraped clean and securely clamped under the binding posts or screws.

Loose connections or dirty contacts on jacks. Filament control jacks, if
used, must be cleaneil at frequent intervals to prevent a high resistance
contact anil consequent low voltage on the tube filaments.

If unusual noises such as squeals, howls, etc., are heard, their location may
be ascertained by disconnecting the aerial or loop. If the disturbance stops
when this is done, it is coming from outside and is probably caused by
oscillating receivers, beating cauier waves, grounded electric lighting
wires, etc., and is beyond the control of the operator. If it does not stop
when the aerial or loop is disconnected, the trouble is in the set and i3
probably due tor

or "8" battery. Delectioe tube.

Use ol resonant lransfonner, Leaks across wiring due to use ol corrosive
sold.ering flux.

Improper uiring, connections, or atangement ol parts,

See note on page 2l regarding Acme Service.
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Instructions for Constructing and Operating
Reflex Amplifiers

First of all, do not expect tJre extraorilinary on the first night that any new
radio receiving set is operated, The transmission of long distance radio is
aficcted by many things, and the skill of tle operator of the receiving set has a
markeil effect on its range. It is somewhat similar to driving a strange automobile,
rt firEt tho car does not seem to respond and hanille as well as your own, but
after a while its flexibility and ease of operation are quite apparent and often
astonishing.

The "Refler" amplifying circuits given in this booklet have all been testeil
and are recommended to those desiring the best results, They should be fol'
lowed as closely as possible, and uniler no circumstanceg shoulil plate variometers
or ticklers be introiluced in an effort to obtain regeneration. If this is clone, dis'
tortion will result, impairing the quality of the received speech anil music, antl
rhc digtaace over which broadcasting can be received rvill be reduced.

Antennq
The function of the antenna is, roughly, to provide a "pick-up" for the

incorning oscillations. Were it not for static, radiating receiving sets, carrier
wave beats, and other forms of interference, the best antenna fot broadcast recep'
tion would be a single wire about 100 to I50 feet in length from the instruments
to t}te extreme end suspended as high as possible. But due to the above staled
reaeons, the use of this type of antenna should be limited,to the less sensitive

types of receivers or to points at some distance flom centers of population.
'With tle more sensitive receivers, the interfering noise may be reduced at

rome aacrifice of signal strength by using a smaller antenna. A small indoor
antenna or loop gives excellent results witfi the more sensitive sets.

For all tle year round radio, the use of a small antenna or loop is preferable,
due to interference. The small antenna may consist of either a tvire run
down a hallway 20 to 30 feet in length and connected to the sel through a load
coil system such as shown in Figs, 1, 2,3 and 12, or a loop used as antenna. The

way to make a loop is shown on Page 7. Steel framed or metal lathecl buildings
sometimes reduce the pickup of a loop Loo much. If you live in such a building
anil don't get strong signals put up a shod antenna.

Do not connect a loop to a get with twisted lamp cord or tele-
phone receiver cord. Use separate insulated wire spaced at least
2 incher apart.

How to use an antenna on a Reflex Amplifier is sholvn in Fig. 12.

Grounding
The grounil connection should be a No. 14 wire run as directly as possible

to a watsr pipe. It should be fastened to the pipe by means of a good clamp.

Condensets
Condcnseri having low losses should be obtained and preferably be fitted

with a noiselese friction reducing mechanism for fine adjustment, particularly in
lhc recondary circuit, A vernier or fine adjustment must be used on the contlenser



in a loop receiver, The Acme condenser is particularly dcsigned fot radio
frequency and reflex receivers.

Keep the condenser at the input side of the set.

. Keep the wire from the grid to the STATIONARy plates of the condenser 8r
short as possi.ble.

Tubcs
For best resuhs use 20lA or 30IA tu-bee.
All of the standard vacuum tubes now on the market may be used with

Acme Audio and Radio Freguency Transformers, but special precautions should
be taken for t-he control oI the WD I t and l2 tubes.

It is best to €ontrol the WD tI by using a Twin Rheo, as showa in Figurc
14 rather than a potentiometer across the "C,, battery. Thie methoil of con-nec-
tion provides control by introduciag damping in tle secondary circuit. This
tube is not recommended lor radio frequency use.

. With tubes having a low internal capacity, such as ttre UV I99 and DV3, it
is necessary to connect a fixed condenser of approximately l0 mmf. capacity
1c191s +e.grid and plate of the first tube. This may consisi of a piece of mica
tqqi" tligk with two pieces of copper wirh an overlappirg aiea of aboutt/r" x 5/16". This will equalize the sensitivity of the set oveithe entire broacl-
casting range.

. IZ-ith sets using more than 2 tubes best results will not be gained with WD It
andWD 12 types. If dry batteries are desired 199 and 299 iules will give bcst
results,

P ot entiom et er Rheostat

. It is always necessary to use a potentiometer and rheostat for controlling
the operation of the first tube in a fixed transformer radio frequency or refld
receive r.

In order to provide a compact unit for this purpose, the _Acme pot-Rhoo
was designed, and we recommend its use. Any good rheostat, however, having
t-lle proper resistance and a potentiometer having a resistanc" oi fro* 200 to 4O0
ohms may be used. Both units must be smooth in operation, othenvise adjust-
ments rvill be audi.ble in the receivers.

For four .25 ampere tubes use 6 ohm pot rheo.

Crystal Detector

_ Jf a crysLal detector is used be sure to obtain a good crystal. (Brownlie'r
Quick Contact is recommended.) A crystal detector is-like a ;,8,' battery in that
it {ears out due to oxidization. A good crystal should be efrcient for frou six to
eight months, You will find that a good crystal will stay in adjustment for a
r.h-ole_ evening's entertainment and often for days at a time, Static anil loud sig-
nals do not lqrock out a crystal in a radio frequency or ..reflex,, amplifier on aJ-
count of the buffer action of the vacuum tubes.

. The contact spring should be made of silver wire about No. 32 gauge. If
other than silver wire is used it is necessary to clean it at frequent inteivai-s with
00 sand paper rubbed on contact point. Use a light contact.

_ Do not attempt to clean the crystal with an).thing. Dust may be removed
wirh a stifl tooth brush. Keep your fingers ofi the crystal.



Keep the Crystal Detector away from the output leeds.
The Acme Apparatus Co, have been searching for a good fixed crystal, but re-

grel lo report they cannot 6nd one.

SocAets
Use good sockets as a leak rvill absorb practically all of the slight amount

of energy received by the antenna or loop. Never use fibre base sockets.

"D" CoiI Unit
The Acme "D" Coil Unit is a combination of a tuned R, I', transformer and

a .0005 m. f. condenser, so that tuned R. F. amplification may be obtained with a
single tuning control. Horv this unit may be used on reflex sets is sholvn in Figs.
24 and 25.

R ad.io F r equency T ransl ormers
In ordet to prevent interaction between radio frequency transformers, they

should be mounted end to end in the set.
In Figs. 17, 1B and 19 one pot rheo is shown for all tubes. This is couect

for tubes of .3 amperes filament current or less, but if tubes of larger filament
cuuent are used, it is necessary to use a rheostat for each.

Recently the wave length range of broadcasting stations has been changed
from 360 to 400 meters to 200 to 550 meters. In selecting radio frequency trans-
formers be sure they cover the range. Fig. 23 sho.rvs how the Acme Radio
frequency transformers do cover the broadcasting range. Use Acme R-2 for the
first stage, R-3 for second and R-4 for third.

Although other than Acme transformers may be used in a reflex set we strong-
ly recommend ACME because of their ability to give maximum amplification
without distortion. They are designed just right.

Tubec and Tube Contacts
Examine the tube contacts for lead oxide which is a non-conductor. Be sure

they are clean.
Wlen testing a set ny diflerent tubes if available or change the order of the

tu.bes in the sockets. One defective tube will often allow a set to work to a slight
degree.

Any of the available types of vacuum tubes rnay be used with Acme Trans-
formers and will give results depending upon the characteristics of the tubes
t-hemselves. In other words to obtain the advantage of dry battery operation it
is necessary to make some sacrifice of sensitivity and intensity. All types of
vacuum tubes should be operated at their rated voltage,

No maltcr lhat circuit !ou use )our tubes lvill dcteriorate if more than rated
voltage is applied to the filaments.

V ariable Condensers
Many radio frequency and reflex sets fail to operate efficiently because of a

high loss variable condenser in the tuning circuits. During the last trvo years
the Acme Apparatus Company has seen many radio frequency and "r€-
flex" sets constructed by broadcast listeners, and the majority of those which
failed to operate were found to contain high loss variable condensers. In order
that tle full efrciency of Acme Transformers may be obtained, rve found it neces-
sary to manufacture and s€ll a condenser of equal efficiency, as a radio receiving
set is weakest at its weakest part. The collection of dust in a yariable condenser

l6



introduces a poor dielectric and greatly increases the losses. Clean your con-
denser often, unless it is enclosed in a dust proof container as tle Acme.

8y-Pcss Condensers
The By-Pass Condensers shown in the diagrams should be tlre mica typ€

except in the case of the 2 m. f. condenser, which may be the ordinary telephone
paper condenser. This latter condenser seryes as a by-pass for both high
frequency currents to prevent losses anil for low frequency currents to prevent
audio howls.

B Batteries
Use from 66 to 90 volts

Although the same B batteries are shown for boti vacuum tule detector and
amplifier, better results will be obtained by using a separate B battery for each,
as some B batteries are of such high r*istance, variation in amplifier current
afiects Lhe detector. If a separate detector B battery is used, the negative of tJre

amplilier B battery should be connected directly to the positive of the A battery.
Under no circumstances should so-called protective resistances be used in

series with the "B-Battery" as they will cause howling and squealing.
The plate current necessary for operating the vacuum tubes available is of

such a high order that a storage "B" battery ig desirable for operating results
aud economy.

Use a C battery for B battery and tube economy and better quality.

Wiring
All leeds, especially those to the grid and plate should be made as short aS

possible, and should not run parallel to other leeds for any great distance. The
best leeds are made by using No 14 solid wire, bent into shape and fastened
securely, Never attempt to wire up a Reflex set using flexible leeds connecting
together a heterogeneous arrangement of parts.

A shield may be made by placing a piece of spaghetti over tJre wire and over
the spaghetti a piece of Belden braid or light weight copper tubiag. (See next
page). The braid or tubing should terminate t/2" ftom the ends of the spaghetti
and be grounded to t}le negative side of the A battery.

When grounding this shield use only resin flux on account of the chances
of leaks.

If the B battery leeds are long put a 2 m. f. telephone condenser across the
terminals at the set as a by-pass for the radio frequency currents,

Soldetiag
If connections are soldered use RESIN FLUX. If not familiar with solder-

ing, horvever, all wires should be scraped clean and securely fastened to screws
or binding posts.

Caution
Be sure that the grid wire of the first tube is connected to the STATIONARY

plates of the variable condenser. Failure to do this may cause almost total
failure, due to body capacity effects.

Ten Year Efficiency
Radio engineers are prone to judge apparatus by a test showing its efficiency

at that particular moment neglecting the five or ten year efrciency. When buying
radio apparatus, ask yourself "will it stand up", "is it guaranteed".



gEI.DEN' BRAID SHIELDING

Follou the Diagrams Exactly
If you make a set according to dre diagrams given in this pamplet, follow

them exaclly. The continued success of the Acme Apparatus Company depends
upon your getting results, and, therefore, we have spent considerable time in tle
Iatroratories to get the circuits right. Ve have tried to cover all the points re.
garding reflex sets in this pamphlet but we wish to again remind you that our
engineering department is at your service for further information.

.' --a-- I r_ : i
:--..

NOTE: On Increasing the Range and Selectiuity of a Loop Set
Where the inter{erence becomes a more or less negligi}le factor the loop

set may be increased in range and selectivity by the use of a larger loop and
variable condenser. The larger loop may be made by using about 100 feet of
wire put up in the form of a one or two turn loop in a convenient part of the
house, such as along the ceilings of two rooms, dorrn the walls, and along the
floor, connecting t}le two free ends to a .0005 variable condenser. This large
loop has greater pick up and the coupling betrveen it and the loop attached to
the set is of such a loose order that sharp tuning may easily be obtained. The
tuning adjustrnents then become two condensers and the coupling between loops.

This method is recommended where small loops (2 ft. per side and under)
are used. See cut above.

These loops are not directly connected together. They act as a
largc variocoupler.



How to Operate a 6.Reflex,, Receiver
I. After. wiring up a "Reflex" receiver and putting the tubes in t}le sockets

conaect ttre "A" battery across the ,.8,, battery te.minul to make sure that they
are rot dir€ctly connected to the filaments. If they are the tubes will light, if not,it is then ssfe to put the "B', battery and ,.A,' battery on.

, 2. Light the tubes by turning on the rheostat; gently tap each of tie tubes
and note if a ring is heard in the phones or loucl spe-aker. TLi" is by no m€Eurg
an indication of the sensitivity of the set, but shows whether or not the audio am-
pli6er is working.

.3. Tll" in any signal or broadcasting station and adjust the crystal (if
one is used) to a point of maximum sensitiviiy,

-. 4. For tuning in stations on an antenna, set the coupler to maximum coup_
ling, turn tlle potentiometer arm to the positive end, ,otut, the s""olrdary 

"oir-denser until a station is heard and then tune the antenna circuit to maximum in_
tensity with the antenna condenser. If no signals are heard or if louder signals
are degired turn the potentiometer arm towarids the negative end up to the iointwhere the set squeals, the most sensitive operating point being slightly baci to,
wards poeitive from tlis position,

You will find that the potentiometer can be turned nearer the nesative end on
the longer wave lengths.

After a few nights' operation you will know just how much you can turn the
potentiometer arm for maximum sensitivity for each setting of t}Ie secondary or
loop condenser.

_ For_eharper and more exact tuniug reduce the coupling until the signal is
just audible, th_en retune both primary and secondary. A littfe practice wiil show
just what coupling value is best for a given stat.ion,

.For loop tuning, place one hand on the condenser alrd t}le other on the po-
tentiometer knob. Turn the condenser until a station is heard and turn the po-
tentiometer_arm toward the negative side for louder signals or greater sensitivity.
These are tl.re only tuning adjustments necessary outsiie of tur:ning the loop.

- With either the loop or antenna any given station may be tuned in at will
after once being heard if a record is kept of the final adjusiments.

l9



Operation of Tuned R. F, Refl.ex

To operate the "D" coil set shown in Fig. 24 begin by turning filament switch
to on position.

Turn R-heostat to about 90 on tJre scale.

The S-13 Sodion Tube requires about a minute to warm up.

Turn potentiometer arm clockwise until hiss is heard,

With the left hancl on vernier of variable condenser of D Coil Unit (callcd
station selector, and right hand on vernier of free variable condensel (called sens-

itivity control) rotate the dials as follows:

Set Sensitivity control dial (one on right) to 100. (The condenser dial mark-
ings are arbitrary.)

Rotate left hand dial slowly one way or the other and at the same time rotate
right hand rlial downward in dial numbers toward the oscillating point. The
oscillating point is shown by a sharp click in the speaker. Beyond the oscillating
point nothing can be heard.

Never approach the oscillating point from 0 on the dial up.

The left hand dial is for tuning only anrl its settings are in wave lengths and
are constant, The right hand condenser is for sensitivity control.

In case of severe interference maximum selectivity may be obtained try re-
volving the loop and if this is not sufficient rotating the potentiometff knob in a
counter clockwise direction and simultaneously rotating the right hanrl condenser
dial nearer the oscillating point will effect the desired results,

20



MOST COMMON REASONS FOR FAILURE IN OPERATION OF A
RADIO FREQUENCY OR "REFLEX" RECEIVER

Whet to Looh fot in an Inefificient Rqdio ot "Reflpx" Receioet

L Short circuited lightning arrester.
2. Loose and high resistance connections in antenna, and defective insulation.
3. Low values of inductance in primary and secondary circuits of variocoupler

- loose connections to rotor - short circuited turns in plimary or seconilary'

4. High loss, inefrcient condensers.
5. Defective vacuum tube.
6. Discharged or low voltage storage battery'
7. High resistance leeds from storage battery to filament connection on sockets,

causing low voltage at tube.
Dirty tube contacts,
Use of corrosive soldering flux, causing leakage.

Incorrect connections.
Use of tickler coil or plate variometer in an attempt to obtain regeneration'

Long leeds, particularly grid and plate connections.

Poor crystal detector.
Exhausted or low voltage "B" battery.
Open potentiomet€r winding.
Poor ground or high resistance ground connections.

Incorrect transformers. For broailcast reception, these should be - Acme
R-2 first stage, Acme R-3 second stage, and Acme R-4 third stage.

Poor grade of spaghelti.
Jacks in the Radio frequency cir.uit..
Use of too hea\T cat lvhisker.
Use of incorrect loop leeds.

Attempt to combine R, I'. transformer with regenerative set.

Poor soldered joints.
"A" Battery reversed.

8.

9.
10.

I1.
12.

14.
I5.
16.

77.

IB.
19.
20.
2r.
22.
23.

If, after following the above instluctions, satisfactory results are not ob'
tained, the Acme Apparatus Company will be pleased to have you communicate
rvith their Engineering Department, describing the complete set and accessories

with a eketch showing the location of the parts,

The Acnre Apparatus Company does not consider a sale compleLe until the

customer is satisfl;d. All Acme products are guaranteed againsl defects in I'ork-
manship and material, and should any such develop, will be repaired or replac,ed

free of charge upon return to the lactory with the guaranlee tag attached for
reference.

Sets may be brought to any of the Acme service stations, listed on the back,

for test and repair. Do not ship sets to us as they are liable to be severely

.damaged.



DIAGRAMS OF RADTO FREQUENCY SETS AND AUDIO
AMPLIFIERS

Figure 5

Figure 6

Corpled C,rc','l T,n.,:One Slqf R FAuli-ll-(r-



Figure B Fisure 9

Either of the above circuits may be used with that shown in Fie. I1 by connecting the INPUT
of the A. F. AM.PLIFIER in place of the head phones sho{n in Fig. ll.

Fisure l0
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ANTENNA TUNING CIRCUIT FOR REFLEX SETS
Shoun in Fiss. 15, 16, 17, 18

Figure 12

Loop and Antenna Tuning Circuit toith Change-Ooer Suitch
VC-"Shamrock Acme Reflex Coupler." Stator 28 turns No. 22 Enamelled

spaced I-32 inch, Rotor 18 turns No. 22 Enamelled spaced 1-32 inch.

S-Miniature D. P. D. T. switch to change from loop to antenna. Do not use
.Jack.

K-Spider Web Coils or equivalent. Coils No. 1, 2 and 5, 50 turns each, coil
No, 3, 35 turns and coil No. 4, 25 turns, Mount primary loacl coils 7
inches from secondary load coil and at right angles to them.

G-Connect to grid of first tube,

P-Connect to Mid-Point of Pot-Rheo.

Note-The primary coils are for use with different antennas. For one antenna use
one coil as found by trial.

For use with Reflex Amplifiers shown in figures 15, 16, 1? and 18.
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LOOP TUNER WITH FILTER

ACME
LOOP 'IUNER WTH FLTER

ACME

ACME

If interference is experienced when using a loop, the above circuit will be

found to give an extremely efficient filter. Such interference may come from
local broadcasting stations too powerful to otherwise cut out on such sensitive sets

as Reflex.

The filter shown above is operated as follows:

1. With the filter coil switch at O tune in the undesired station to maximum in'

-tensity 
as usual,

2. Cut in two or more turns of the filter coil and adjust the filter condenser un'
til the signal is absorbed in the filter circuit.

3. Proceed in the regular way to tune in other stations.
It is important that the specifications for the above coil be closely {ollowed'

The primary must be wound as close as possible to the end of the secondary

which is connected to the movable plates of the condenser.

Ftgue 13



REFLEX AMPLIFIERS

PHONES

ITLJEE REFLEX AMPLIF ER
W]IH ORYsTAL DEIEOTOR
SIAGE R F AMPLIF CAIION
STAGE AF AMPLFCATCN ACME

Fisure 14

The above circuit is the simplest type of "Reflex" amplilier. This set ie
exremely simple to operate and when dry battery tubes are used it is readily
portable for use in automobiles, summer camps or cottag€s.

Loud speaker signals of mode,rate intensity are readily obtained from local
stations 1r+en an antenna of moderate size is used. Under similar conditions
using head phones, a large receiving radiug is obtained with the rvell known
superior tone quality present when radio frequency amplification is used to obtain
distant signals.

As it is undesirable to have a variable grid bias on a tube used sirnultane-
ously for radio and audio amplification the non.inductive Twin-Rheo is shown
for the tube control.

Note: Use honeycomb coil shoru in iliagram only witl variocouplers having
less than 20 turns on rotor, The ordinary variocoupler needs no loading coil.

for list of parls see page 36.



2 Tube Rell=x Arnplifier
urth V.T.0ctcctor

2 5ta6es R.E Anpliftcrtiur
I Stade A,E Anpfiltc.lion

ACME

The above Reflex amplifier is designed for use by the novice desiring to
hear distant stations reliably with a minimum expenditure. It may be used
with either an aerial or loop. See Fig. 20. If loud speaker signals are desired a.
two stage audio amplifier shown in Fig. 8 should be added.

For list of parts see page 36.

Figurc 15



TWO TUBE REFLEX
2 R.F. AMPLIFICAT lON
1 A T AMPLI-ICAT ION
CRYSTAL - DETECTOR

ACME

Fieure 16

The above Reflex amplifier has become very poPular for heail phone-operation

on distant stations anil for loud speaker operation on nearby stations' It may be

used with either aerial or loop. See Fig. 20. If louder signals are desired a two

stage amplifier shorvn in liig. 8 should be added.

For list oI parts see page 36
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ThreeTube RefJex Amofifi er
Three Stages Sadio Frequencg Anplification

Crqstaf Detector
TUo Stages AudioFreguencg AmpIif icatlon

ACME

Figure 18
The above Reflex amplifier is the same as that shown in Figure I7, except that a V. T.

d€lector is shown for the uee of those preferrillg it to a crystal. Louder signals wilt be obtained
at some sacrifce of quality, ease of sdjustment and quietness.

In both oJ the above circuits it is advisable to shield the lead connecting the first audio
lrusformer to the detector. The method of shielding is shown in Fig. 19.

For list of parts see page 36. 29

Figure 17
The above Reflex amplifier will give rhe maximum results obtainable with three tubes. A

crystal detector is used to insure disto ionless rone qualit,v, ease of adjustment and {reedon
from foreign noise. While it may be used on an antenna, excellent results will be insured by
u:ing a loop exclusively. See Fig. 20.

-+ B

5TubeReflex Amolifier
u,ith Vacuuh Tbbc betector
5 Stages R.E Aopritioation
2 Stages A.E Atlrpfi ncation ACME



FOI)R TUAE REFL'X SET W]TH LOOP

FREOUENCY AMPLIFICATION

FREAUENCY AMPL FLCATION

/ICME

Figure 19

The circuit shown in Fig. 19 has to date been extremely popular and has

l."o-"1"lo*"'astheAcme-Foo.TubeReflexSet.Thiscircuitgivesthemost

""t"i"".1f", """"irive 
set using four tubes up to date' Thousands have been built

and are in operation. For list of parts see page 36'

FOT]R TUBE WITH C BATTERY

Loop Tuner Circuit

When a loop tuner is used with
the circuits used in Figs. 15 to l8 in-
clusive a loop and condenser onlY

are necessary connecteil as shown

here. Horv to make a looP is shown

on page ?, Litzendraht wire is well
worth while for anY looP'



I

I

Figure 21

Four Tube "Ref.ex" Ampliff.er
(See Fieure )9 lor Diagram)

tf;o-t- 19

Layout f or Four Tube "Ref.ex" Ampliffer

.31



Tuneil Rodio FrequencY With Reflex

The Acme Apparalus Co. is constantly at \rork to ircrelse the efliciency of

,"ai" ."t+ 
"t*uy."bearing 

in mirrd the -otl "lto 
has already purchased parts'

iili. "aiiii" "f,it" 
bookl"i "Arrrpllfi"ution Without l)istor-tion' 

-contains 
the latest

i;;;;t""",- il-.h" iu.- ot lo''"i Radio !'requerrcv Ampiification' added to

Refler.

I'he apparalus developed for this purpose i' th: "lf".Co+ transformer and

"""d;;;;;;y 
u" t""i in {ront of'the re3ular four tube.Acme Rcller set or

i.,lt" n""". model .hown in !-ig 23 rhich u'es a lacuum tube dclector'

\{4ren usetl rvith the four tube Acme Rcflex it providcs a.single stage of

t""a"i. 
-i' 

"-plification 
and gives much greater distance and. makes the set

werv seleciive. With &is 
"o^U"utlutl 

oli o{ ihe tuning is ilone rvith the "D" coil

L",i i"",i "iirt"'" l. "i;ii ""ri 
one luning dial The olher-condenser b'uom's a

,.tabilizer and the markings on the diel arP no lonAPr slgnlncanl'

Hou to Aild the "D" Coil lJnit to a Reflex Set

Il you not' have a loop reflex set and lvant grcater distance and selectivity'

Fis. ; 
t";;;.;";' t.';;-;; ;D'; coil unit for '"*lt' Th" additional apparatus

is lisLed below:

I "D" Coil Llnit
I Socket

I 201A or 301A vacuum tube

I .0004 m. f. condenser
I I nr. f bY Pass condcnser

Nolice that the potentiomelcr is disconner-tecl and no longer used' and the

pu.iLion. of the R'2 and R-3 transformers are reversed'

The LooP Must Be Right

h order to operate the "D" coil unit elficiently it is necessary to bale the

lnno'iO rrr. h. ind'o"tutr"" utt,l to huu" it rtound rviih lorv resistancc R I' rvire

.r.ir "" Z -IZ s. c. litzendraht r:ee laPc 1 f6s l6nps)'

In order that o toop t'u'rl''gAtil:"'1fft;*"F of inductance' tlistributerl

"""";ii", 
' 
;;;., 

' 
;;ri b" iutilv obtaineil the Acme Appnratus. Co ma.ufactures

l"rt*r'i"rtrJ ,ttii .-.".,rt"-"r.t"t" i'ontl"ott tut.tg" when-usecl r'ith a 000i variable

conderrser.

The list Price of is looP i-' $8'00'

FULL SIZE PRTNTS

For those desiring to Lruild Rellex Sets with panel and ca]rinet other than the

A"-;fl*'ij;;, {ull'size dra*'ings n'ay be 
- 
obtained from the Acme ApParatus

Co., Cambridge" Nla-ss., postpaid as listed below'

No.lFour'TubeRefle:tsetforLoopOperaLion(2prints)i'"S50perset
tlo. Z lou. Tube Reflex Set for both anlenna and loop (2 prints)$50perset

No. 6 'D' Coil R.F. with Reflex & Sodion Tube (2 prints) ' ' ' $'50 per set

No. ? Single Stage of wired R F' rvith "D" coil (1 print) ' ' ' '$ 25 per set

Please order Prints bY number'
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THE NEW MODEL REFLEX SET WITH *D" COIL UNIT
Fig.24 shows the nerv model Reflex Set with the "D" coil and sodion tube

detector. This set has one stage tuned R. F., two stages fixed transformer. R. F.,
and trvo stages of audio amplification. All the tuning is done with the "D" coil
unit and the second condenser acts merely as a stabilizer to control oscillation.

This set is extremely sensitive and rvill pick up the weak signals from very
distant stations, For this reason its sensitivity must be controlled by means of
the potentiometer on the sodion tube.

The ability to control the sensitivity of the set, in addition to the ilirectional
effect of the loop antenna give a higher degree of selectivity than is usually fountl
in Radio sets.

List of Potts Required fot the Fioe Tube Ref.ex Set
1 .16 tr{. H. Loop
I Acme "D" Coil Unit
I Acme .0005 m, f. condenser
2 Acme A. F. trans{ormers Type A-2
1 Acm€ R. F, translorrner Type R-3
I Acme R, F. transformer Type R-4
I Acme Pot Rheo. 6 ohm Rheo. 100 ohm Por.
5 Good sockets
1 Dubilier Condenser Type 640.0004 m. f.
11m. f. by pass condenser
I 1 ohm acme fixed resisLance unit
15 ohm acme fixed l-esistance unit
I Sodion tube adapter
I S-13 sodioD tube
2 {t. Spaghetti No. 9, French scale
2 fr. Belden braid code "channel"
I filament switch

12 ft. No. 14 solid rvire
4 201A or 30lA vacuum tubes

TWO REFLEX CIRCUITS
The Acme Apparatus Company have worked the reflex circuit out in two

.ltiays.

1. Four tube refler circuit nith crystal iletector, having three stages of radio
frequency amplification rvith fixed transformers (R2, R3, R4) and three stages

of audio frequency amplification (3, A-2's) (Fig. 19).
2. Five tube reflex circuit rvith vacuum tube detcctor, one stage of tuned

transformer Radio frequency amplification (D coil Unit), two stages of fixed
transformer radio flequency amplification (R3, R4) and trvo stages of audio
frequency amplification (2 A-2's) (FiS. 24).

All parts required for each of thesc circuits ercePt the tubes, batteries, cabinet
and loudipeaker have been put up in the form of I(it Sets. N'Iodel A for four tube
set and llodel S lor fire tube 

"el.
The KitseLs are complete in every detail, containing panel, baseboard, all

parts, scre!{sr the loop, clear iistruclions and full sized ilrawings which show
just how to put it together.

Kit Can Be Assembled. Without Soldet

It has been worked out so that the rvhole set and loop can be put together
without any solder and only two tools, a screr/driver and a pair of pliers are

necessary and they're in the kit too,
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List of Apparatus tor Fig. 14

1 Acme A. F. Transformer
Type A-2

1 Acme R. F. Transformer

I Acme Twin Rheo
2 Acme Low Loss Condensers .0005 l{.F.
1 Vario Couoler
I s0 Turn Aonevcomb Coil
I Good Crystal Detector
1 Good Socket
I .005 m. f. Mica Condenser
1.002 m. I. Mica Condenser
I .00025 m. f. Mica Condenser
7 Bindins Posts

20 fr No-14 solid r{ire

List of Apparatus for Fig, 15
I Acme A. F. Transformer

Type A-2
2 Acme R. F. Transformers

Type R-2. R.3
2 Acme Pot Rheos'.

6 ohn with.25 amp. tubes
30 ohm with .060 amp. tubes

3 Good Soctets
1 Acme 2 m. f. Telephone Condenser
1 .00025 m. f. Mica Condenser
f .005 m, f. Mica Condenser
1 Grid Leak and Condenser
9 Binding Posts

10 Jt. No. 14 Solid Wire
I set Good Head Phones

List of Apparstus lor Fig. 16
I Acrne A. F. Transformer

Type A-2
2 Acme R, F. TransJormers

Type R-2, R-3
1 Acme Pot Rheo.

6 ohm with .25 amp. tobes
30 ohn with .060 smp. tube6

2 Good Sockets
I Good Crvstal Detector
I .00025 m. f. Mica Condenser
I .002 m. f. Mica Condenaer
L005 rn. f. Mica Condenser

LIST OF APPARATI]S USED IN REFLEX AMPLIFIERS

List ol Appatatus lor Fig.
2 Acme A. F. Trans{ormers

Tvne A-2
3 A.m;'R. F. Transformers

Type R-2, R-3, and R-4
1 Acme Pot Rheo.

6 ohm with .25 amp. tubes
30 ohm with .060 amp, tubes

3 Good Sockets
I Good Crystal Delector
1 .00025 m. J. Mica Condenser
1.002 m. l. l{ica Condenser
1 .005 m. {. Mica Condenser

10 {t. No. 14 Solid Wire
8 Binding Posts

I7

List of Apparatus for Fig. 18
2 Acme A. l'. Transformers

Type A-2
3 Acme R. F. Trans{ormers

Type R-2, R-3, and R'4
2 Acme Pot Rheos'.

6 ohm rvith .25 amn. tubes
30 ohm vith .060 aip. tubes

4 Good Sockets
I Acme 2 m. f. Telephone Condenser
1 ,005 m. f. llica Condenser
1.00025 m. f. l{ica Condenser
1 Condenser and Grid LeaL

l0 {t. No- 14 Solid Wire
9 Binding Posts

List of Apparatus for Fig. 19

3 Acme A. F. Transformers
Type A'2

3 Acme R. F. Transformers
Type R-2, R-3, and R-4

I Acme Pot Rheo.
4 Good Sock€ts
1 Good Crvstal Det€ctor
f .00025 M.F. Mica Condenser with grid

leak clins
2 002 m- f.'Mica Condensers
1.00025 m. f. Mica Condenser
1 .005 m. J. Mica Condenser

10 Jt- No. 15 Solid Wire
I Bindine Posts
2 {t SDa;hetti No. 9 French Scale
2 ft. B;ld"en Braid Shieldinc Code ''Chan-

nel"
1 50,000 ohm resistance
I Acme Low Loss Condenser
1 Acme Loop
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Loun and Loltc
Cluen DTSTENCE

With ACME audio With ACME radio
frequency amplifying frequency amplifying

transformers A-2 transformers Type R

Ratio 4.25 to 1

For loud clear broadcasting uro
':!e Acme A-2 Audio frequency tranr-
:ormer. It is lhe product of trans-
: rrmer, telephone and radio engi
reers and manufacturers who have

levoted much time and expense to
ire rtudy of amplification without
liitofion. Although no exact fig.
rres are available, we do not hesi'
:at€ to say that there are more Acme
Transformers used in the country to-
dav than any other make, The
eftciency of the product coupleil with
our policy of standing back of it har
sade the Acme Transformer the

leader.

Price $5.00 each Price $5.00 each

For distant broadcast reception uso

the Acme Radio frequencY amPlifY'

ing transformer R-2, R'3 anil R'4.

l\{onths of development work havs

been put into them by engineers who

have been associated with Radio long

before broailcasting was contem'

plated. Radio frequency amplifica'

tion, especially in the "Reflex" form

ir coming into general use becauso

with it a loop may be used to reduco

static and other forms of interfer-

cnce,

AC/YIE ACME
for ampltfkation fon amplificatr'on



CoirsERvE ONE for
EirnncY

The antenna receives
only a little energy.

Don't waste it

Enclosed rpith Dust Prool
Cooering

When you consider tfie small
amount of energy picked up bY an

antenna or loop, it is easy to under'

etand how highly important it is not

to waste any of it. The Acme Con-

denser is desginecl to properly handle

that little energy anil deliver it to

the amplifier withoul appreciable
diminution, The Acme condenser

cmbodies many other degirable

featuree which are reaclily apparent

on examination and uge.

Price $6.50 each

Born
A combined potentio-
meter and filament

rheostat.

The uses of the Acme Pot Rhee

and Twin Rheo are shown in tlc
diagrams of this pamphlet. The

advantages of concentric control and

econom;v of space are quite appareot.

The design and construction of thig

unit is of such a high oriler that it
stands out among radio apparatu8.

Only the best of materials are used

to insure proper operation and sat'

isfaction for the purchaser.

Price $3.00 each

ACTYTE
foramPhfication

/18

ACIVTE-foramiltfkalion



Tunun Eesy ro
R. F. Bunu

With an Acme ttD" coil
unit.

Tuned radio frequency amplifica-
tion gives greater distance and se-

lectivity when used with Reflex, In
order to keep tuning control to a

single unit and increase efrciency the
Acme Apparatus Co. developed the

"D" Coil Unit which consists of a

tuned R.F, transformer mounted on

the shaft of an Acme low loss con-

denser so that it can be tuned simul-
taneously with the loop circuit. The

I coil is mounted on bakelite moulded

Iorms aud is extremely low in R,F.
resistance.

Price $15.00 each

ACMEFLEX
>KITSET,."€

The famous Acme Reflex circuit
made so easy that no technical
klowledge or workmanship is neces-

sary. You can put it together and
operate it on the front porch or take
it in an au,tomobile. All of the
parts for this circuit and a loop,
rvith full sized drarvings and com-
plete inslruolions are included in
this set, and no soldering is neces-

sary. The only tools required for
assembling are a screw driver anil
a pair of pliers which are containeal
in the kit.

Price Model A
Price Model S

$65.00

$80.00

an

ACME AC/YTE
for omplification
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